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A subspace formulation of time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) is proposed for large-
scale calculations based on density functional perturbation theory. The formulation is implemented
in conjunction with projector augmented-wave method and plane-wave basis set. A key bottleneck
of conventional TDDFT method is circumvented by projecting the time-dependent Kohn-Sham
eigenvalue equations from a full Hilbert space to a substantially reduced sub-Hilbert space. As a
result, both excitation energies and ionic forces can be calculated accurately within the reduced
subspace. The method is validated for several model systems and exhibits the similar accuracy as
the conventional TDDFT method but at a computational cost of the ground state calculation. The
Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics can be successfully performed for excited states in C60 and
T12 molecules, opening doors for many applications involving excited state dynamics. C 2015 AIP
Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4928510]

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding excited state phenomena is at the heart
of many important materials problems, such as photovol-
taics, photocatalysis, plasmonics, solid-state lighting, and
biochemical sensing, to name a few. Within the realm of first-
principles simulations, time-dependent density functional the-
ory (TDDFT)1,2 has become one of the most powerful, versa-
tile, and popular tools for probing electronic structure and exci-
tations in molecular and solid state materials;3–7 TDDFT has
been programmed in most quantum chemistry and quantum
physics electronic structure codes and is the most widely used
method to treat excited states in medium- to large-sized mole-
cules.8,9 However, despite the tremendous success of TDDFT,
its application to practical problems remains challenging, in a
large part owing to its high computational demand.

For a large system with more than a few hundred
atoms, three intertwined computational bottlenecks are often
encountered in TDDFT calculations. The first bottleneck
is to self-consistently determine the ground state charge
density and Kohn-Sham (KS) Hamiltonian based on the
occupied KS eigenstates whose number is Nocc. The second
bottleneck is to diagonalize the KS Hamiltonian and obtain
the full spectrum of KS eigenstates, whose dimension is
Nocc + Nvirt with Nvirt being the number of virtual KS orbitals.
The third bottleneck is to solve time-dependent Kohn-Sham
(TDKS) eigenvalue equations with the matrix dimension
of Nocc × Nvirt. To overcome the first bottleneck, one often
resorts to plane-wave pseudopotential methods thanks to
simplicity, completeness, and the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) algorithm afforded by the plane-wave basis. Another
advantage of the plane-wave pseudopotential methods is that
they are amenable to extended condensed matter systems.
To address the two other bottlenecks, one has to reduce the

dimension of full KS spectrum and the dimension of TDKS
matrix. To this end, Doltsinis and Kosov10 proposed a plane-
wave TDDFT method that used only a subset of KS virtual
orbitals to construct the TDKS eigenvalue equations. However,
although the excitation energies are usually acceptable,11–14

the ionic forces converge much slower with respect to the
dimension of the subset, resulting in substantial errors. On
the other hand, based on the density functional perturbation
theory (DFPT),15,16 Hutter17 recast the plane-wave TDDFT
formulation to eliminate explicit references to the virtual KS
orbitals, thus reducing the dimension of the KS spectrum.
However, since the third bottleneck stands unresolved, the
computational cost of Hutter’s method remains high for a
large system.

Here, we propose a plane-wave TDDFT method based
on the density functional perturbation theory, which renders a
clean separation of Hilbert spaces for the solution of TDKS
eigenvalue equations. In particular, one can project the TDKS
equations from a full Hilbert space to a substantially reduced
sub-Hilbert space, thus circumventing the third bottleneck.
Although there are TDDFT methods which can obtain accurate
excitation energies, the proposed approach is the only one —
to the best of our knowledge — that can determine both
energy and ionic force of excited states accurately for a large
system. By simultaneously removing the three bottlenecks, the
proposed method can significantly reduce the computational
cost of large-scale TDDFT calculations and thus paves ways
to many applications that are presently beyond the reach of
TDDFT. The method is general and can be implemented in
conjunction with other basis functions and/or pseudopoten-
tials, such as real space grids,18,19 ultrasoft pseudopotential,20

and projector augmented-wave (PAW).21,22 In this paper, we
focus on the implementation of the method within the plane-
wave PAW framework.

0021-9606/2015/143(6)/064110/8/$30.00 143, 064110-1 © 2015 AIP Publishing LLC
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This paper is organized as follows. We first present the
theoretical formulation of the proposed subspace TDDFT
method. We then examine its accuracy and efficiency by
applying the method to various benchmark systems, includ-
ing CH2O, N2, C60, and T12 molecules as well as disor-
dered poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) conjugated polymers. A
computational scaling analysis of the method and brief discus-
sion on why the method would work are provided. Finally, we
summarize the work and envision future development of the
method.

II. METHODOLOGY

In the following, we use indices i, j, k, . . . to label
occupied KS orbitals and σ, τ to denote their spins. In
the PAW method, the all-electron (AE) wave-function |ψiσ⟩
is a linear transformation of the pseudo-wave-function (PS)
|ψiσ⟩, i.e., |ψiσ⟩ = T |ψiσ⟩, and the KS equation is expressed
as Hσ |ψiσ⟩ =  j ϵ i jσS|ψ jσ⟩ with the orthonormal condition
⟨ψiσ |S|ψ jτ⟩ = δi jδστ, where S is overlap operator. A brief
description of the PAW formalism is presented in Appendix A,
and more details can be found elsewhere.21,22 In the presence
of a harmonic perturbation potential with a frequency ω, the
linear response of the electron charge density is given by

∆ρσ(±ω) =

i

(|ψiσ⟩⟨ψ∓iσ | + |ψ±iσ⟩⟨ψiσ |) (1)

in the frequency domain. Here, |ψ±iσ⟩ are the linear response
orbitals which are chosen to be orthogonal to the occupied or-
bitals, i.e., ⟨ψ±iσ |S|ψ jσ⟩ = 0 based on the DFPT formulation.15

The excitation energies ω are given by the solutions to the
equation

j

(Hσδi j−ϵ i jσS)|ψ±jσ⟩ + Pσ
c ∆

Vσ
eff(±ω)|ψiσ⟩ = ∓ωS|ψ±iσ⟩,

(2)

where Pσ
c = 1 −i

S|ψiσ⟩⟨ψiσ | is the projection operator onto
the space, Ωvirt spanned by the virtual KS orbitals. The
perturbed KS effective potential is given by

∆Vσ
eff(±ω) =


τ

δVσ
eff

δρτ ∆ρ
τ(±ω) ≡


τ

Kστ∆ρτ(±ω).

Here, Kστ is the kernel functional whose detailed expression
can be found in Appendix B.

In the following, we only consider the spin-restricted case
on the Γ-point in the Brillouin zone, where the KS orbitals are
taken to be real. Introducing unitary transformations,

uS±
i =

1
√

2
(|ψ±i↑⟩ + |ψ±i↓⟩), uT±

i =
1
√

2
(|ψ±i↑⟩ − |ψ±i↓⟩),

we can derive a non-Hermitian eigenvalue equation

*
,

A B
B A

+
-
*
,

u+

u−
+
-
= ω *

,

−S 0
0 S

+
-
*
,

u+

u−
+
-
, (3)

which is analogous to Casida’s equation3 for both singlet (“S”)
and triplet (“T”) excited states. The operators A and B act on

the orbitals according to

[Au]i =

j

(Hδi j − ϵ i jS)|u j⟩ +

j

⟨Pcψi |K |ψ j
Pcu j⟩,

[Bu]i =

j

⟨Pcψi |K |Pcu jψ j⟩.
(4)

Since ui belongs to Ωvirt, it should also belong to the product
space Ωvirt

i = Ω
virt ⊗ Ωi; here, Ωi represents one dimensional

space spanned by the ith occupied KS orbital. Eq. (3) is then
iteratively solved23 in the full Hilbert space Ωvirt

1 ⊕ Ω
virt
2 · · ·

⊕ Ωvirt
Nocc

to determine the low-lying excited states. As alluded
to earlier, when Nocc is large, the solution of Eq. (3) becomes
very expensive. Fortunately, in many systems, only a subset
of occupied KS orbitals actually responds to the perturbation
potential, i.e., ψ±iσ = 0 for i < Nv where Nv represents the size
of the subset. Therefore, we propose to solve Eq. (3) in a
sub-Hilbert spaceΩvirt

1 ⊕ Ω
virt
2 · · · ⊕ Ω

virt
Nv

as opposed to the full
Hilbert space. For example, the singlet excited state 1Σ−u of
a N2 molecule involves excitations from occupied π orbitals
only, not σ orbitals. In addition, for a low-lying excitation in a
large system, the contributions from deeply occupied orbitals
are often negligible.

Next we introduce a Lagrangian functional Lex whose
derivatives are discussed below. Most importantly, its deriv-
ative with respect to ionic position R gives rise to the ionic
force,

Lex[u±,ω,Z,Λ,Γ,ψ]

= L[u±,ω] +

i

⟨Zi | *.
,
H |ψi⟩ −


j

Λi j
S|ψ j⟩+/

-
−

i≥ j
Γi j(⟨ψi |S|ψ j⟩ − δi j), (5)

which is similarly defined in previous works.17,24,25 The first
term is given by

L[u±,ω] = 1
2
(u+ +u−)(A + B)(u+ +u−)

+
1
2
(u+ −u−)(A − B)(u+ −u−)

+ω[(u+ +u−)S(u+ −u−) + 1].
The variation of Lex with respect to u± gives rise to Eq. (3),
and the excitation energy ω is the stationary points of Lex. Z
in Eq. (5) is the well-known Z-vector,24 and δLex/δZ = 0
enforces that the orbitals ψ satisfy the ground state KS
equations and Λi j = ϵ i j. The variation of Lex with respect
to Λi j results in ⟨Zi |S|ψ j⟩ = 0, i.e., Zi should belong to Ωvirt.
This is an important condition that will be enforced in Eq. (6).
∂Lex/∂Γi j = 0 ensures that orbitals ψ be orthonormal to each
other. Finally, δLex/δψi = 0 is solved by projections onto both
space Ωvirt and the space spanned by the occupied KS orbitals
Ωocc. The first projection leads to a linear equation

[(AS + BS)Z]i = −Pc| δL
δψi

⟩, (6)

which can be solved to obtain Zi. The right-hand side of Eq. (6)
is shown in Appendix C. Since Z belongs to the full Hilbert
space Ωvirt

1 ⊕ Ω
virt
2 · · · ⊕ Ω

virt
Nocc

, Eq. (6) should be solved in the
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same space; this is because there is one-to-one correspondence
between Zi and ψi with the former ensuring the latter to satisfy
the ground state KS equation. Note that Eq. (6) can be solved
efficiently even in the full space. The second projection yields
the solution of Γi j given by

(1 + δi j)Γi j = ⟨ψ j | δL
δψi

⟩ + ⟨ψ j | δ


k⟨Zk |(H − ϵkS)|ψk⟩
δψi

⟩. (7)

Once all variables in the Lagrangian functional are
obtained, we can evaluate the ionic forces in excited states
as Fex = −∂Lex/∂R, where

∂Lex

∂R
=
∂L
∂R
+

i

⟨Zi | ∂(
H − ϵ iS)
∂R

|ψi⟩ −

i≥ j
Γi j⟨ψi | ∂

S
∂R

|ψ j⟩.

(8)

The full expression of ∂L/∂R can be found in Appendix D.
Note that the last term in Eq. (8) is necessary because S in the
PAW formulation depends explicitly on ionic coordinate R
and thus contributes to the ionic forces. This term was absent
in Hutter’s paper17 because the overlap operator S over there
was identity and had no contribution to the forces. The force
obtained in Eq. (8) should be combined with the ground state
force contribution to arrive at the full expression of the ionic
force.

III. VALIDATIONS

In the following, we validate the proposed method by
applying it to formaldehyde molecule, which is routinely used
as a benchmark in TDDFT calculations. The calculations are
carried out in the full Hilbert space for the excited state 1A′′.
The Vienna ab initio simulation package26,27 is employed for
the TDDFT calculations. The dimensions of the supercell are
20 Å × 20 Å × 20 Å, and the energy cutoff of the plane-
wave basis is 400 eV with the local density approximation
(LDA)28 for the exchange-correlation (XC) functional. The
force convergence criterion is set as 0.05 eV/Å. As shown in
Table I, the results from the proposed method agree very well
to the conventional TDDFT and experimental values.

To validate the sub-Hilbert space formulation, we calcu-
late the equilibrium geometries and excitation energies of
N2 molecule in the singlet excited states 1Πg and 1Σ−u.
The computational parameters are the same as those in
formaldehyde. There are two degenerate, occupied π orbitals
and three occupied σ orbitals in N2. The excitation 1Σ−u should
only involve the π orbitals by a symmetry consideration,
which is borne out in the calculations — the energy and
geometry are identical between the calculation with the two π

TABLE I. The calculated equilibrium geometry and excitation energies of
formaldehyde in the excited state 1A′′ (n→ π∗) as compared to the experi-
ment (“Expt.”) and the conventional TDDFT method (“Calc.”).

RCO (Å) RCH (Å) ∠HCH (◦) Φ (◦) ∆E (eV)
This work 1.29 1.11 115.1 33 3.45
Calc.17 1.31 1.10 116.8 30 3.53
Calc.25 1.28 1.11 115.0 34 3.38
Expt.29 1.32 1.10 118.4 34 3.49

orbitals included (Nv = 3) and the calculation with all occupied
orbitals included (Nv = 5). In other words, the sub-Hilbert
space calculation for the state 1Σ−u yields the same results
as the full Hilbert space calculation. For the excitation 1Πg ,
on the other hand, all occupied orbitals are involved and
should be included for the exact calculation. However, the
contributions from the occupied orbitals are not equal and the
major contribution comes from the first σ orbital (Nv = 1).
Overall, the subspace method yields an excellent agreement
with the conventional TDDFT method (Table II).

Next, we study two larger systems — a fullerene C60
and an oligothiophenes T12 molecule. The dimensions of the
supercell are 24 Å × 24 Å × 24 Å and 15 Å × 20 Å × 60 Å for
C60 and T12, respectively. Under the ground state geometry,
we calculate the excitation energy of eight low-lying excited
states and the ionic forces of the first excited state. There
are 30 and 24 π orbitals in C60 and T12, respectively, which
are included in the subspace TDDFT calculations because
they dominate the low-lying excited states. Fig. 1 illustrates
the errors in excitation energy and ionic force as a function
of Nv as compared to the “exact” TDDFT values in the full
Hilbert space, as well as their computational time. In general,
we find that the errors in both energy (∼0.02 eV) and force
(∼0.06 eV/Å) are rather small, within the typical convergence
criteria in TDDFT energy and force calculations. This is true
even if the size of the sub-Hilbert space is 1/4 of the full Hilbert
space, in which case the computation time of the present
method is comparable to that of the ground state calculation.
We have also calculated the oscillator strength as a function
of excitation energy for the two systems in the UV/Vis energy
range. Nv = 48 is chosen in these calculations. As shown in
Fig. 1, both the excitation energies and oscillator strengths
show good agreement between the present method and the
well-established Gaussian method30 with 6-31G∗ basis set and
LDA functional.

We also perform Born-Oppenheimer Molecular Dy-
namics (BOMD) simulations of C60 and T12 in their lowest
excited state to further validate the sub-Hilbert space formula-
tion. Four low-lying excited states are included in the TDDFT
calculations at each BOMD time step, and Nv = 48 is included
in the sub-Hilbert space. We first relax the molecular geometry
at 0 K in the lowest excited state with a force criterion of
0.05 eV/Å. Subsequently, the system is brought to 300 K by
using a repeated velocity scaling and then kept at 300 K with a
thermal bath for 200 fs. Finally, a micro-canonical production
run is carried out for 500 time steps with the time step of 1 fs.

TABLE II. The equilibrium bond length (RNN in Å) and excitation energies
(∆E in eV) of N2 as a function of Nv in the excited states 1Σ−u and 1Πg .
Nv= 5 corresponds to the “exact” conventional calculation. For comparison,
the values of RNN and ∆E calculated by using a Gaussian basis set25 are also
presented.

State Nv= 1 Nv= 3 Nv= 4 Nv= 5 Ref. 25

1Σ−u RNN N/A 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.27
∆E N/A 8.14 8.14 8.14 8.27

1Πg RNN 1.20 1.21 1.21 1.22 1.21
∆E 8.54 8.47 8.42 8.38 8.46
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FIG. 1. Average errors in the excitation energy and ionic force, as well as
the computational time as a function of Nv for (a) C60 and (b) T12. “Full”
indicates the calculations in the full Hilbert space with Nv= Nocc, where
Nocc= 120 and 145 for C60 and T12, respectively. Error bars denote the
standard deviations. The computational time of the ground state calculation is
set to unity. The horizontal dashed line indicates the typical force convergence
criterion in geometry relaxations. The oscillator strength as a function of
excitation energy for the low-lying dipole-allowed-excitations of (c) C60 and
(d) T12. Black solid and red dashed lines indicate the values obtained with the
present approach and the GAUSSIAN09 software, respectively.

In Fig. 2, we plot the total energy and its break-up as a function
of BOMD time step for both C60 and T12. It is evident that the
dynamics is stable and the total energy is conserved with the
maximum energy fluctuation of 0.09 eV and 0.25 eV for C60
and T12, respectively. These energy fluctuations are similar
to those in the ground state BOMD simulations. The larger
energy fluctuation in T12 is due to the presence of protons and
can be reduced by decreasing the BOMD time step. Note that
this represents a rigorous test for the subspace TDDFT method
because if the energy or force were not calculated sufficiently
accurate, the dynamics would not be stable and the total energy
would diverge.

Finally, we apply the subspace TDDFT method to the
lowest excited state in disordered P3HT conjugated polymers
which are used as donor materials in organic photovoltaics.
The supercell has a dimension of 18.2 Å, consisted of 606
atoms with three P3HT chains and twenty-four thiophene
rings as shown in Fig. 3. For this system, Nv = 24 is found
to be sufficient to yield converged values for both excitation
energy and ionic forces. The energy of the lowest excited
state is 1.7 eV, comparing well to the experimental value of

FIG. 2. The total energy (black solid), potential energy (black dashed), and
temperature (red solid) as a function of time in the micro-canonical MD
simulations of C60 (a) and T12 (b). ∆E denotes the energy relevant to the
total energy at time zero.

∼2.0 eV.31 Moreover, the computation time is only 50% of that
of the ground state calculation, demonstrating the potential of
the method for dealing with even larger systems. The similar
error analysis as presented in Fig. 1 is performed and included
in Fig. 3.

IV. DISCUSSION

Here, we analyze computational scaling in the solution
of TDKS eigenvalue equations, which is the third bottleneck
to be overcome. The computationally most demanding step is
to calculate Au and Bu. As shown in Eq. (4), two matrix
multiplication terms are involved: the first one has to do
with the KS Hamiltonian acting on orbitals, and the second
one evaluates the TDDFT kernels. For the first term, the
computational time tH

full scales as NoccNplw ln Nplw in the full-
space formulation, where Nplw is the number of plane-wave
basis, and Nplw ln Nplw corresponds to the computational cost
of FFT. In the calculation of the kernels, the most time-
consuming step involves the Gram-Schmidt orthonormaliza-
tion whose computational time tK

full scales as N2
occ × Nplw. In the

present subspace TDDFT method, the occupied manifold is
truncated and the dimension of the reduced sub-Hilbert space
is Nv × Nvirt. Hence, the corresponding computational time
is given by tH

sub ∼ NvNplw ln Nplw and tK
sub ∼ Nv × Nocc × Nplw.

Therefore, the computational time of the subspace method
relative to the full Hilbert space method scales as Nv/Nocc
(≈0.1–0.3). In practice, we find that the computational scaling
of the subspace method is even more favorable than Nv/Nocc as
shown in Fig. 1. This probably stems from a smaller number of
iteration steps and reduced communications between central
processing units in parallel calculations.

Next we discuss why the subspace TDDFT method could
yield the similar accuracy as the conventional TDDFT method
for both energy and force. An excited state can be viewed as
a linear combination of transitions from an occupied orbital
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FIG. 3. Left: Average errors in the ex-
citation energy and ionic force as a
function of Nv for the lowest excited
state of P3HT. Right: Atomic struc-
ture of the disorder P3HT polymers and
the charge density difference between
the lowest excited state and the ground
state. The blue (yellow) iso-surfaces il-
lustrate the charge density difference
at +(−) 0.002 Å−3. The gray, white,
and yellow spheres denote C, H, and S
atoms, respectively.

to a virtual orbital, i → a, and the relative contribution of the
transition to the excited state scales roughly as 1/(ϵa − ϵ i − ω).
Hence, the closer the KS transition energy to the excitation
energy ω, the greater the contribution of the transition. Very
often, the excited state can be approximated very well by only
a few such transitions.32 Thus, a truncation of (occupied or
virtual) orbitals is often justified. This is the reason why both
the subspace TDDFT method (truncating occupied orbitals)
and Doltsinis’s method (truncating virtual orbitals) could
yield a reasonable approximation to the excitation energy.
On the other hand, the force calculation involves variation
of KS orbitals with respect to ionic displacement, which
depends crucially on the completeness of the KS orbitals
as demonstrated by Doltsinis and Kosov.10 Therefore, any
truncation of full KS space would be prone to errors in force
calculations. In the present method, the variation of the KS
orbitals is captured by the Z-vector thanks to the Lagrangian
formulation, and Z is evaluated in the full Hilbert space
through Eq. (6) with a complete set of KS orbitals. Therefore,
the subspace TDDFT method could yield the similar accuracy
as the conventional TDDFT for the force calculations.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOKS

To summarize, we have developed an efficient TDDFT
method to compute the excitation energy and most impor-
tantly, the ionic forces for large systems using plane-waves
and pseudopotentials. The method is based on the density func-
tional perturbation theory which renders a clean separation of
Hilbert spaces for the solution of TDKS eigenvalue equations.
The key bottleneck of the conventional TDDFT method is
circumvented by projecting the TDKS equations from a full
Hilbert space to a substantially reduced sub-Hilbert space. The
method is validated for several model systems and exhibits the
similar accuracy as the conventional TDDFT method in the
full Hilbert space, but at a computational cost of the ground
state calculation. Finally, we show that the Born-Oppenheimer
molecular dynamics can be successfully performed for excited
states with the present method, which paves ways to many
applications that are presently beyond the reach of TDDFT
methods.

Two important extensions of the method can be envi-
sioned. A hybrid XC functional or a range-separated hybrid
XC functional33–35 can be implemented into the method; the
latter is particularly useful to tackle Rydberg states,36 charge-
transfer excitations,37,38 and excitations in weakly bonded
complexes.39,40 These hybrid functionals are crucial to many
applications, especially in extended systems. The hybrid
functionals can be easily implemented into the present method,
but their computational costs will be substantially higher than
the local XC functionals. The most time-consuming part is the
determination of the KS Hamiltonian and the kernel functional
in Eq. (4).

Another extension has to do with non-adiabatic molecular
dynamics for excited states, which is crucial to describe
molecular dynamics with electronic transitions.41–43 We can
calculate the non-adiabatic coupling between excited states by
the present method in conjunction with the fewest-switches-
surface-hopping algorithm44,45 to determine quantum transi-
tion probabilities.
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APPENDIX A: PAW METHOD

Here, we briefly summarize the PAW formalism to
introduce the quantities that will be used in Appendices B–D.
In the PAW method, |ψi⟩ is linearly related to |ψi⟩ by

|ψi⟩ = |ψi⟩ +

I

(|φI⟩ − |φI⟩)⟨pI |ψi⟩,

where φI , φI , and pI are the AE partial waves, PS partial
waves and projector functions, respectively, within the core.
Here, index I also includes the angular momentum quantum
numbers and an additional index for the reference energy. The
AE charge density related to orbitals i and j is calculated by

ρAE
i j (r) = ψ∗i (r)ψ j(r) = ρi j(r) − ρ1

i j(r) + ρ1
i j(r),

where the constituent charge densities are defined as

ρi j(r) = ψ∗i (r)ψ j(r),
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ρ1
i j(r) =


I J

⟨ψi |pI⟩⟨pJ |ψ j⟩φ∗I(r)φJ(r),

ρ1
i j(r) =


I J

⟨ψi |pI⟩⟨pJ |ψ j⟩φ∗I(r)φJ(r).

Here, ρ is the PS charge density calculated on a plane-wave
(uniform) grid. ρ1 and ρ1 are one-center charge densities
computed on a radial grid within the core around each ion.
To treat the long-range electrostatic interactions between the
core charge density and PS charge density, a compensation
charge density ρ̂ on the plane-wave grid is introduced
as

ρ̂i j(r) =


I J,LM

⟨ψi |pI⟩⟨pJ |ψ j⟩Q̂LM
IJ (r),

where the function Q̂LM
IJ (r) can be found in Eq. (27) of

Ref. 22. ρ1
i j + ρ̂i j has the same moments as the exact density

ρ1
i j within the core, i.e., the electrostatic potential stemming

from ρ1
i j is identical to that of ρ1

i j + ρ̂i j outside the cores.
Thus, the electrostatic interaction of the core-pseudo and
pseudo-pseudo charge densities can be evaluated exactly based
on the charge density ρi j(r) ≡ ρi j(r) + ρ̂i j(r). However, the
electrostatic interaction of the core-core should be corrected
on the radial grid within the core.22 The expression of the total
energy is conveniently split up to three terms as21,22

E = E + E1 − E1,

where E is evaluated on the plane-wave grid; E1 and E1 are
calculated on the radial grid. Their detailed expressions can
be found in Ref. 22. Based on the total energy, the PS KS
Hamiltonian can be obtained by

H = δE
δρ = −

1
2
∇2 + Veff

= −1
2
∇2 +veff(r) +


I J

|pI⟩(D̂I J + D1
I J − D1

I J)⟨pJ |,

where ρ = i |ψi⟩⟨ψi | is the PS density operator. veff is
the KS effective potential based on the charge density ρi j,
which is evaluated on the plane-wave grid. D̂I J, D1

I J, and
D1
I J are calculated by ∂E/∂ρI J, ∂E1/∂ρI J, and ∂E1/∂ρI J,

respectively, where ρI J =


i⟨ψi |pI⟩⟨pJ |ψi⟩ is the occupancy
of each augmentation channel (I, J).

APPENDIX B: KERNEL FUNCTIONAL

The kernel functional K is calculated by

K ≡ δVeff

δρ =


δVeff

δn(r)
∂n(r)
∂ρ dr +


I,J

∂Veff

∂ρI J

∂ρI J
∂ρ

=


δ[veff +


I J |pI⟩D̂I J⟨pJ |]
δn(r) |r⟩⟨r |dr

+


I ′J′,LM


δ[veff +


I J |pI⟩D̂I J⟨pJ |]
δn̂(r)

× Q̂LM
I ′J′(r)|pI ′⟩⟨pJ′|dr

+

I ′,J′

∂


I J |pI⟩(D1
I J − D1

I J)⟨pJ |
∂ρI ′J′

|pI ′⟩⟨pJ′|,

where ñ(r) ≡ i ρ̃ii(r) and n̂(r) ≡ i ρ̂ii(r). The spin indices
have been omitted. We also define n(r) ≡ ñ(r) + n̂(r) as the to-
tal charge density on the plane-wave grid. The matrix elements
of the kernel in terms of KS orbitals Ki j,kl ≡ ⟨ψiψ j |K |ψkψl⟩ are
given by

Ki j,kl =


ρi j(r)ρkl(r)
|r − r ′| drdr ′ +


ρi j(r) δ

2Exc

δn2 ρkl(r)dr

+


I J, I ′J′
⟨ψ̃i |p̃I⟩⟨p̃J |ψ̃ j⟩ δ

2(E1 − Ẽ1)
δρI JδρI ′J′

⟨ψ̃k |p̃I ′⟩⟨p̃J′|ψ̃l⟩.

APPENDIX C: LAGRANGIAN DERIVATIVES

To show the projection of δL/δψi onto the space Ωvirt,
we first define several equations

Mi = u+i + u−i ,
Li = u+i − u−i ,

∆ρ[u](r) =

i

ψi(r)ui(r),

∆ρ(x)(r) = 1
2


i

Mi(r) Mi(r) + 1
2


i

Li(r)Li(r)

− 1
2


i j

ψi(r)ψ j(r)(⟨ Mi |S| Mj⟩ + ⟨Li |S|L j⟩).

The corresponding expression in the real space is

⟨r |Pc| δL
δψi

⟩ = 2


ψi(r)KS(r,r ′)∆ρ(x)(r ′)dr ′ − 2

j

Sψ j(r)


ψi(r ′)ψ j(r ′)KS(r ′,r ′′)∆ρ(x)(r ′′)dr ′dr ′′

+ 2


Mi(r)KS(r,r ′)∆ρ[M](r ′)dr ′ − 2

j

Sψ j(r)


Mi(r ′)ψ j(r ′)KS(r ′,r ′′)∆ρ[M](r ′′)dr ′dr ′′

− 2

j

S Mj(r)


ψi(r ′)ψ j(r ′)KS(r ′,r ′′)∆ρ[M](r ′′)dr ′dr ′′ + 2


ψi(r)KS′(r,r ′,r ′′)∆ρ[M](r ′)∆ρ[M](r ′′)dr ′dr ′′

− 2

j

Sψ j(r)


ψi(r ′)ψ j(r ′)KS′(r ′,r ′′,r ′′′)∆ρ[M](r ′′) × ∆ρ[M](r ′′′)dr ′dr ′′dr ′′′,

where KS′ ≡ δKS/δρ includes the third derivative of the functionals Exc and (E1 − Ẽ1). The projection of δL/δψi onto the space
Ωocc, i.e., ⟨ψ j |δL/δψi⟩ can be obtained similarly. The second term at the right hand side in Eq. (7) can be calculated by
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2


ψi(r)ψ j(r)KS(r,r ′)∆ρ[Z](r ′)drdr ′.

We use the finite difference method to calculate the second and third derivatives of the XC energy functional Exc as
δ2Exc

δn(r)δn(r ′) |nρ(r
′)dr ′ ≈


k

ak

2∆
Vxc(n + k∆ρ)

for the second derivatives, and ak = 1,0,1 for k = −1,0,1 with a three-point formula. For the third derivatives, we have
δ3Exc

δn(r)δn(r ′)δn(r ′′) |nρ(r
′)ρ(r ′′)dr ′dr ′′

≈

k

ak

∆2Vxc(n + k∆ρ),

where ak = 1,−2,1 for k = −1,0,1. Numerical tests have shown that stable results can be achieved by using ∆ = 10−2. The
second and third derivatives of (E1 − Ẽ1) can be calculated similarly using the finite difference method.

APPENDIX D: FORCE

The variation of Lagrangian L with respect to the ionic coordinate R is calculated by

∂L
∂R
=

1
2


i

[⟨ Mi | ∂(
H − ϵ iS)
∂R

| Mi⟩ + ⟨Li | ∂(
H − ϵ iS)
∂R

|Li⟩] − 1
2


i j

⟨ψi | ∂
H

∂R
|ψ j⟩(⟨ Mi |S| Mj⟩ + ⟨Li |S|L j⟩)

+ω

i

⟨ Mi | ∂
S

∂R
|Li⟩ + 2


∂∆ρ[M](r)

∂R
KS(r,r ′)∆ρ[M](r ′)drdr ′

− 2

i j

⟨ψi | ∂
S

∂R
| Mj⟩


ψi(r)ψ j(r)KS(r,r ′)∆ρ[M](r ′)drdr ′

+ 2

i


∂ρii(r)
∂R

KS′(r,r ′,r ′′)∆ρ[M](r ′)∆ρ[M](r ′′)drdr ′dr ′′.

In the PAW method, the partial derivative of the Hamiltonian with respect to R is more complicated due to the explicit
dependence of the projector functions on R. The partial derivatives of KS Hamiltonian Hi j elements with respect to ionic
position are expressed as

∂Hi j

∂R
=


ρi j(r)∂veff(r)

∂R
dr +


I J

∂⟨ψi |pI⟩⟨pJ |ψ j⟩
∂R

(D̂I J + D1
I J − D1

I J) +

I J

⟨ψi |pI⟩⟨pJ |ψ j⟩[∂D̂I J

∂R
|veff +

∂(D1
I J − D1

I J)
∂R

]

=


ρi j(r)∂vH[nZc]

∂R
dr + 2


vH[ρi j]


k

∂ρkk(r)
∂R

dr +


ρi j(r)[ δ
2Exc

δn↑δn↑
+

δ2Exc

δn↑δn↓
]

k

∂ρkk(r)
∂R

dr

+

I J

∂⟨ψi |pI⟩⟨pJ |ψ j⟩
∂R

(D̂I J + D1
I J − D1

I J) +

I J

⟨ψi |pI⟩⟨pJ |ψ j⟩∂D̂I J

∂R
|veff

+


I J, I ′J′
⟨ψi |pI⟩⟨pJ |ψ j⟩[ δ

2(E1 − E1)
δρ↑I Jδρ

↑
I ′J′

+
δ2(E1 − E1)
δρ↑I Jδρ

↓
I ′J′

]

k

∂⟨ψk |pI ′⟩⟨pJ′|ψk⟩
∂R

,

where vH[ρ] is the Coulomb potential of charge density ρ and vH[nZc] represents the ionic pseudopotential due to the pseudocore
charge density nZc.
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